
MIDI Crossword Puzzle

A crossword dedicated to MIDI lovers everywhere
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Across:

1 Holding it down eliminates Note-Off commands

4 type 0 or type 1

7 vector synthesis synthesizer (Korg Specific)

9 audio recording for triggered playback

10 play the same portion over and over again

13 sound when someone calls

15 room where music takes place

16 determines how many notes are played in a space of 
time

17 the source of MIDI sync

18 in-flow of midi information

19 Tells the device to stop playing a note

20 comes in one and out the other

21 audio waveforms organized and executed in a 
pleasurable manner

22 the basic law that makes music even possible

23 played a wrong note, no problem, just correct it

25 The greatest music format ever

26 ties one to the other (plural)

29 computer generated sound source

34 adds spice to otherwise dry tracks (plural)

36 note on… and then some

38 volume control with a slide (plural)

39 record sound and then trigger it

40 transforming notes to be readable

42 keeping everything together

43 volume control over all the sound

46 more than one note at a time

47 everything locked together in time

48 one MIDI device after the other after the other

49 standard sound set for midi instruments

50 several lines of music on one page

51 stick that makes sound go up or down

Down:

2 Tells the device to start playing a note

3 right or left

5 more that one sound at a time

6 interfacing more than one together (plural)

8 build your sounds from scratch

11 moving notes in time for accuracy

12 a set of configurations that determine what type of sound gets 
played (plural)

14 information that only certain equipment can use

24 one set of keys – no actual sound

27 the note gets hit, but sound is delayed

28 millisecond memory for audio playback

30 sending midi information

31 computer language sent from one device to another

32 keys and sound wrapped into one

33 force of a key hit

35 audio generator

37 16 groups of midi messages (plural)

39 Many tracks played at once, possibly recorded separately 

41 makes useful in any key

44 one line of midi information (plural)

45 hardware box of sounds without keys
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